Abstract The transiuission spectrum of a high-finesse optical cavity containing an a&itrary number of trapped atoms is presethed. These results have important ramifications in limiting our ability to determine the nu'mber of a t o k in the cavity. Cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) in the strong coupling regime holds great interest for experimentalists and theorists for many reasons [l-3]. From an applied perspective, CQED provides precise tools forthe fabrication of devices which generate useful output statesof light, as exemplified by the single-photon souice [4,5], the N-photon
In our recent work, we consider using strong-coupling CQED effects to precisely count the number of atoms trapped inside a high-fmesse,optical microcavity. The principle for such detection is straightfonvard: the presence of atoms in the cavity field splits and shifts the cavity transmission resonance. A precise N-atom counter could be used to prepare the atoms-cavity system for generation of optical Fock states of large photon wmber[6], or to study ultracold gaseous atomic systems in which atom number fluctuations are important, such as number-squeezed[ 121 and spin-squeezed[ 13-151 systems.
A crucial issue to address in considering such a CQED device is the role of the spatial distribution of atoms and their motion in the cavity field. An N-atom counter (or any CQED device) would be understood trivially if the N atoms to be counted were held at known, fixed positions in the cavity field. We characterize the influence of cavity mode spatial dependence and atomic motion on the transmission spectmm for an atbitraly number of atoms. We show that when spatial dependence is included, the intrinsic limits on atom counting change significantly.
